Abstract. The plasma brake is a thin negatively biased tether which has been proposed as an efficient concept for deorbiting satellites and debris objects from low Earth orbit. We simulate the interaction with the ionospheric plasma ram flow with the plasma brake tether by a high performance 5 electrostatic particle in cell code to evaluate the thrust. The tether is assumed to be perpendicular to the flow. We perform runs for different tether voltage, magnetic field orientation and plasma ion mass. We show that a simple analytical thrust formula reproduces most of the simulation results well.
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The interaction with the tether and the plasma flow is laminar when the magnetic field is perpendicular to the tether and the flow. If the magnetic field is parallel to the tether, the behaviour is unstable and thrust is reduced by a modest factor. The case when the magnetic field is aligned with the flow can 15 also be unstable, but does not result in notable thrust reduction. We also fix an error in an earlier reference. According to the simulations the predicted thrust of the plasma brake is large enough to make the method promising for satellite deorbiting. As a numerical example we estimate that a 5 km 20 long plasma brake tether weighing 0.055 kg could produce 0.43 mN breaking force which is enough to reduce the orbital altitude of a 260 kg debris mass by 100 km during one year.
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Introduction
The plasma brake (Janhunen, 2009 (Janhunen, , 2010 ) is an efficient propellantless concept for deorbiting low Earth orbit (LEO) satellites. The plasma brake is a very thin negatively charged tether which, when charged, causes a braking force by cre-30 ating enhanced Coulomb drag with ambient ionospheric plasma ram flow. The plasma brake tether is somewhat similar to the more well known electrodynamic tether (Sanmartin et al., 1993) , but is much thinner and uses electrostatic rather than magnetic forces.
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Because the plasma brake tether is thin, it is lightweight, 11 grams per kilometre (Seppänen et al., 2013) and does not form an appreciable threat to other satellites even in case of tether breakage. A broken piece of plasma brake tether deorbits itself quickly because of electromagnetic forces and 40 neutral drag, and even if the tether piece would collide with a satellite, the 25-50 µm wires draw only ∼ 0.1 mm deep scratches on its surface.
To maintain the plasma brake tether's negative voltage in most cases does not require an ion gun since the satel-45 lite's conducting body can be used as the current balancing electron gathering surface (Janhunen, 2010) . If the satellite's grounded and conducting surface area is insufficiently small for this purpose, a relatively short positively biased tether made of similar material than the main tether could be used 50 for gathering the required balancing electron current.
The topic of the paper is to use a realistic electrostatic particle in cell (PIC) simulation to model the interaction between the negatively biased plasma brake tether with the surrounding ionospheric plasma ram flow which moves at a 55 typical satellite orbital speed of 7.5 km/s. We run the code with different voltages, different magnetic field orientations and different ion species and determine the thrust per tether length in each case. We will also present a simple analytical formula for plasma brake thrust which reproduces the simu-60 lation results.
Simulation code
We use a two-dimensional explicit electrostatic kinetic PIC simulation model (Birdsall and Langdon, 1991) . The functionality of the code is similar to what we have used earlier 65 (Janhunen and Sandroos, 2007) , but the code is vectorised with AgnerVector library (Fog, 2013) and parallelised with the standard Message Passing Interface (MPI) and OpenMP tools. We run the code with real electron and ion masses.
arXiv:1401.5968v1 [astro-ph.IM] 23 Jan 2014 lar plasma flow which is due to the satellite's orbital motion through the ionosphere. We use a Cartesian coordinate system where X is antiparallel to the flow, Z is parallel to the tether and Y completes a right-handed coordinate system. The simulation is two-dimensional in the tether-75 perpendicular plane. A constant external magnetic field is employed in some runs. By default the plasma is cold oxygen plasma, temperature 0.1 eV, and it flows at 7.5 km/s which corresponds to 4 eV bulk flow ion energy. The tether bias voltage is typically a few hundred volts negative. The param-80 eters of all reported runs are given in Table 1 . The simulations are initialised from vacuum and the plasma flow starts entering the box at t = 0.
Runs reported in this paper used 16 nodes on a Cray XC30. The XC30 consists of compute nodes, each node has 2 pro-85 cessor chips and each chip has 10 2.6 GHz execution cores. The runs reported here used 16 XC30 nodes and achieved 4.4 · 10 9 particle propagations per second which corresponds to ∼ 1 Tflops single precision floating point performance.
Results
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Oxygen plasma without magnetic field
We first run the code with oxygen plasma and without magnetic field for different values of the tether potential V w . The runs are detailed in Table 2 . The vacuum potential of the tether is an input parameter to the simulation. After the sim-95 ulation, the true potential of the tether is calculated by evaluating the plasma potential at the tether and adding it to the vacuum potential. For this reason the tether potential values V w are not round numbers. We label the runs partly by their vacuum potential values. 100 Figure 1 shows the simulated thrust (determined from particle momentum balance averaged over the last 1/3 of the run) with open circles. Coloured marks in Fig. 1 are results from some runs containing a magnetic field and they are described in later subsections below. The solid line is the following 105 analytical formula, inspired by our earlier work (Janhunen, 2009, equation 20) :
where
o is the dynamic pressure, m i is the ion mass (m i = 16 u for oxygen plasma here), v o is the plasma 110 flow speed relative to spacecraft (assumed to be perpendicular to the tether or else v o denotes only the perpendicular component),
r * w is the tether's effective electric radius (Janhunen and San-
is the effective Debye length and
o /e is the bulk ion flow energy in voltage units. The effective electric radius is approximately given by r * w = √ br w where r w is the tether wire radius, typically 25-50 µm, and b is the tether width, typically 120 2 cm. In this paper we use the value r * w = 1 mm. The numerical coefficient (3.864) in front of the expression has been selected to give a good fit to the present simulation results. This value is about 2.25 times larger than the value 1.72 used in our previous work (Janhunen, 2009) . We think that this 125 difference arises because in the earlier work we used typical solar wind parameters so that the ratio V w /V i was about 10 while this ratio is about 100 in the present ionospheric case. In the ionospheric case, many ions are deflected backward by the potential well of the tether which increases the 130 thrust markedly in comparison to the solar wind case where the much larger bulk flow speed causes the ions to deflect more modestly. Figure 2 shows the time history of thrust during the V400 (Baseline) run, computed by two complementary methods: 135 the direct Coulomb force acting on the tether (by evaluating the numerical gradient of the plasma potential at the tether position) and the total momentum X component lost by particles between entering and leaving the simulation box.
Increasing the tether voltage makes the ion sheath larger.
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The highest voltage runs (marked with "g" in Table 2 ) were performed with extended box size of 768×768 to accommodate the larger sheath. As a consistency check, run V500 was performed with both grid sizes. The difference in the determined thrust was minimal (Table 2 , compare V500 and 145 V500g). The quasi-monochromatic oscillation seen in Fig. 2 occurs in runs V300 and higher. In lower voltage runs the oscillation is absent. When present, the oscillation neither increases nor decreases with time. 
Effect of magnetic field
We performed three more runs with the same parameters as V400 (Baseline), but with each of the magnetic field components in turn set to 30000 nT, a typical LEO field strength. The results are shown in Figs. 4-6. It is seen that in runs
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Bx and Bz, the oscillation which was already present in the Baseline run is now increasing in amplitude. In contrast, in the By run the oscillation is damped and is going to disappear. Thus, B y (magnetic field perpendicular to tether and flow) is stabilising while flow-directed or tether-directed field 160 is destabilising at the baseline voltage.
The final state of run Bx is shown in Fig. 7 . The sheath surrounding the tether is unstable and radiates plasma waves in all directions. In the tether-fixed coordinate frame, the waves move approximately at the same phase speed as the bulk flow 165 (7.5 km/s). The waves seem to move with the ion flow which is reflected by the tether's potential well. The incoming flow has a Mach number of ≈ 5 with respect to ion acoustic wave speed. Because of energy conservation, reflected ions move radially outward with the same speed as the incoming flow.
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The tether's potential well fluctuates, which modulates the flow of outward reflected ions. The modulations propagate outward approximately at the same speed as the ions because the ion acoustic speed is less than the bulk velocity of the outward moving ion population. In Fig. 7 one can also see that the X-directed magnetic field tends to restrict vertical electron motion which creates some horizontal stripes (reddish stripes on positive X), visible in both electron and ion density and emanating from the edges of the electron cavity. Figure 8 shows the final state of run Bz. Again the state 180 is unstable and the tether's potential well radiates plasma waves. Additionally, the boundaries of the plasma wake behind the tether display some turbulent behaviour. This probably occurs because now the magnetic field is along the tether so that electrons respond to X and Y directed electric fields 185 by E × B drifting (similar to Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in plane perpendicular to B). Not surprisingly, the horizontal stripes which were visible in the Bx run ( Fig. 7 ) are now absent.
Effect of ion mass
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Figures 9 and 10 show thrust histories for helium and proton plasma, respectively, and with other parameters in their Baseline (V400) values. In both light ion cases, an unstable oscillation is present. The instability grows faster in the proton run than in the helium run and has time to evolve into 195 intermittent, nonlinear regime. Figure 11 shows the final state of the Proton run. Some ions have become trapped by the potential well which has decreased the thrust to some extent (Fig. 10) . The sheath emits plasma waves in all directions. The flow Mach number 200 with respect to ion acoustic speed is transonic (1.2) which is probably the reason that the wake behind the tether is rather short. In Fig. 11 the behaviour of the densities near the inflow boundary (right side) does not look completely natural. It is possible that the finite box size affects the result to some 205 extent in this case. In the proton case (Fig. 11) it is also noteworthy that the emitted ion waves have short enough wavelength that the electron density does not follow the ion density, in other words, that the emitted wavelength is not much larger than the electron Debye length.
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Formula 1 predicts 12.2 nN/m in the helium case and 2.92 nN/m in the proton case. The simulated values at 2.43 ms are larger (14.6 and 5.05 nN/m, respectively), even though in the proton run some ion trapping had already occurred which had reduced the thrust. Probably the smaller dynamic pressure of 215 light ion bulk flow depresses the sheath less than in the oxygen case, and this effect is not included in Eq. (1) where the thrust is assumed to be linearly proportional to the ion mass. In the helium run (not shown) the behaviour is intermediate between the oxygen and proton runs. In subsection 3.5 below 220 we will investigate longer time behaviour of proton plasma where also a magnetic field is included.
Effect of electron temperature
In all runs thus far presented we have assumed that the electron temperature is 0.1 eV (the same as ion temperature). In 225 the 700-900 km altitude range, the electron temperature is actually often 0.2-0.3 eV. Figure 12 shows thrust behaviour of a run which is otherwise identical to Baseline (V400), but the electron temperature is set to 0.3 eV. The thrust remains essentially unchanged and the oscillation is damped. So it 230 seems that a higher electron temperature improves stability.
3.5 Longer runs with magnetic field Figure 13 shows longer time behaviour (4 · 10 6 timesteps, 23.4 ms) of the thrust in the presence of X-directed magnetic field. The result indicates that after about 7 ms, the thrust 235 no longer decreases while intermittent unstable wave activity continues. The asymptotic value of the thrust as determined from the run is 40.9 nN/m which is only 11 % less than in V400 (Baseline) when the difference in voltage between the runs (311 V versus 337 V) is compensated for by a square 240 root dependence. Hence it seems that the instability caused by an X-directed magnetic field decreases the plasma brake thrust only slightly at the baseline voltage. Figure 14 shows the corresponding result for Z-directed magnetic field. The behaviour is similar except that the fluc-245 tuation spectrum extends to somewhat lower frequencies. The final state thrust 38.7 nN/m is 17 % lower than voltagecorrected Baseline. Figure 15 shows the result with higher voltage (757 V which is 2.4 times larger than Baseline) and Z-directed field.
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The fluctuations are strong and the thrust 53.8 nN/m is 27 % lower than voltage-corrected Baseline. Thus the relative gap between the Bz and B = 0 cases increases with voltage. The increase of the gap is slower than linear, however, since it increases from 17 % to ∼27 % if the voltage is made 2.4 255 times stronger. The thrust curve in Fig. 15 might not yet be completely stabilised at the end of the run so the thrust estimate derived from the simulation in this case might somewhat overestimated.
The X-directed magnetic field case with high 856 V volt-260 age is shown in Fig. 16 . This run provides a positive surprise since initial transients now die away quickly after which the state is stable and the thrust is even somewhat larger than Eq.
(1) prediction. Thus, although X-directed field at lower voltage is unstable and the instability lowers the thrust to a 265 small extent (run BxLong), at higher voltage the instability is absent and instead of a small thrust reduction we have a minor thrust enhancement.
Next we look at the asymptotic state in the badly unstable proton case (see subsection 3.3 above) where in addition a 270 destabilising Bz magnetic field exists. The result is shown in Fig. 17 . The fluctuations are strong, but the average magnitude of the thrust seems to stabilise during the run. Thus, even badly unstable behaviour does not cause a collapse of the ion determines the thrust. Interestingly, the determined thrust of 2.91 nN/m at V w = 256 V is exactly (within three decimal places) equal to Eq. (1) prediction. Likely the B = 0 value of the thrust in case of proton plasma would be slightly above Eq. (1) prediction, while B z tends to slightly lower the thrust.
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That the effects cancel out exactly is probably fortuitous.
Miscellaneous runs
We also made a run where the magnetic field components had equal values: B x = B y = B z = 30000nT / √ 3. The result is an intermediate case of the Bx, By and Bz runs: a very slowly 285 growing oscillation appears. It seems that the behaviour is stable if the magnetic field is predominantly in the Y direction and unstable otherwise. The result suggests that if the magnetic field has general orientation, the behaviour can be qualitatively interpolated from the X, Y and Z directed runs.
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When the plasma density n o is changed, all spatial scales in the electrostatic PIC simulation model scale naturally by the electron Debye length i.e. as ∼ 1/ √ n o . The only thing that breaks this scale invariance is the fixed value of the tether's effective electric radius r * w . However, the effect of 295 r * w is minor because it enters in Eq.
(1) only logarithmically. Thus we can say that changing the plasma density n o does not affect the stable/unstable nature of the solution and the thrust scales nearly as proportional to √ n o . As a consistency check, we made one run to verify this behaviour.
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We also performed a high voltage run with Y -directed field, V1000By (Table 2 ) with short 2.43 ms duration because only a weak stable oscillation is present and no instability is seen. As in the corresponding lower voltage run By, the determined thrust 80.7 nN/m is in close agreement with 305 Eq. 1.
Discussion
In Eq. (1) the thrust is nearly linearly proportional to the ion mass and the simulations are in agreement with this at least qualitatively. Above ∼ 500 km where the plasma brake is 310 relevant (at lower altitude the neutral drag typically brings satellites down rapidly enough), ionospheric plasma consists mainly of O+ (16 u), N+ (14 u), He+ (4 u) and H+ (1 u) ions. The main species are O+ and H+; the minor species N+ can be summed to O+ because the masses are approximately 315 similar. The abundance of O+ decreases with altitude. At all altitudes, solar activity tends to increase the oxygen abundance. For the plasma brake, the most relevant environment is O+ plasma because proton plasma produces order of magnitude smaller thrust and helium is usually not a dominant 320 species. For this reason, the main emphasis in this paper is on O+ plasma.
At ∼ 320 V, the runs BxLong and BzLong suggest that although the plasma sheath is unstable when an X or Z dominant magnetic field is present, the thrust is reduced by the in-325 stability only modestly (11 % and 17 %, respectively). When the voltage is increased to ∼ 800 V, a Z-directed field is again unstable (V1000BzLong) and the thrust reduction is larger, ∼ 27 %. In case of X-directed field, however, the instability is absent and there is actually a small thrust enhancement 330 (V1000Bx). A Y -directed field is always stable and there is neither thrust reduction nor enhancement.
In other words, Eq. (1) is in most cases able to predict the thrust well. The only exception is that if the magnetic field is aligned with the tether (Z-directed case), then there is a 335 moderate thrust reduction which increases with voltage. The relative reduction is 17 % at 320 V and ∼ 27 % at 760 V for Z-directed magnetic field.
When B = 0, the flow is stable with oxygen plasma and unstable with proton plasma (runs V400 and Proton). It 340 seems that when an instability sets in, the ion cloud formed by ions passing near the tether starts to oscillate at ion plasma frequency. In the oxygen case the ion plasma oscillation is 4 times slower than in the proton case. In the oxygen case the flow has time to move by more than one ion sheath diam-345 eter during one ion plasma period, while in the proton case it moves only a fraction of the sheath diameter. Thus in the proton plasma case, if the sheath starts to oscillate, the oscillations have more opportunities to disturb the upstream flow and perhaps cause a positive nonlinear feedback. Maybe this 350 kind of consideration can qualitatively explain why lighter ion mass flow tends to be more unstable. Another way to arrive at a qualitatively similar conclusion is to note that the ion bulk flow kinetic energy eV i = (1/2)m i v 2 o is linearly proportional to the ion mass. Thus the ratio V w /V i is 16 times large 355 in proton plasma flow than in O+ ion flow. Any instability which is more likely to occur at higher voltage occurs 16 times sooner in proton plasma than in O+ plasma.
Let us consider a vertical gravity gradient stabilised plasma brake tether. In equatorial orbit the magnetic field is 360 Y -directed all the time and the thrust is consequently predicted well by Eq. (1). The same is true in polar orbit in low latitudes. Only for the high latitude portion of a polar orbit the thrust is somewhat smaller than what Eq. (1) predicts.
Let us look at a numeric example. At 1 kV voltage, 3·10 10 365 m −3 density and oxygen plasma, the predicted plasma brake thrust from Eq. 1 is 85 nN/m. A 5 km long tether would produce 0.43 mN braking force which is equivalent to 13400 Ns impulse per year. At 800 km altitude, reducing the orbital altitude by 100 km requires 52 m/s of delta-v, thus the exam-370 plary 5 km tether (mass 0.055 kg, (Seppänen et al., 2013) ) could lower the orbital altitude of a 260 kg object by 100 km during one year. The gathered oxygen ion current per tether length is given by the orbital motion limited (OML) theory expression as
where d tot w is the total width of the four-wire tether (160 µm). Hence a 5 km tether gathers 0.4 mA current and consumes 0.4 W power in this plasma. In reality the current is probably somewhat larger because of production of some secondary electrons from the tether when hit by oxygen ions. For comparison, the maximal Lorentz force produced by the tether is only 0.03 mN which is 14 times smaller than the plasma brake force in this case.
We did not test voltages higher than about 860 V in this 385 paper. Going to higher voltages tends to increase the needed computing time because the sheath becomes larger so one needs more grid cells, particles and timesteps to model its asymptotic evolution accurately. In a practical device, if one increases the negative voltage, at some point electron field 390 emission from the surface of the tether wires starts to become an issue. Field emission adds to the ionic current gathered by the tether and hence increases power consumption. We think that the point where field emission starts to become an issue is larger than 1 kV but smaller than perhaps 3-5 kV. The 395 value also depends on the geometry and possible coating of the tether. Before experimental knowledge about the plasma brake is obtained, it is not necessarily well motivated to try simulations with higher voltages than those presented in this paper. 
Correction of an earlier result
The reference Janhunen (2010) contains an error: the quantities which are in the present paper denoted byṼ and V w were confused with each other. Therefore the thrust versus voltage relationship as given in Janhunen (2010) was too op-405 timistic. On the other hand, Janhunen (2010) used an earlier formula (Janhunen, 2009, equation 20) whose numerical coefficient had been found from a test particle calculation using solar wind parameters. In the ionospheric plasma brake case, the ratio between the tether voltage V w and the bulk flow 410 energy V i (in voltage units) is much larger than in the solar wind, and consequently ions are reflected backward more efficiently in the ionosphere than in the solar wind, as is evident from the simulation results of the present paper. All in all, the results of Janhunen (2010) are not too far from re-415 ality: the error resulting from confusingṼ and V w and the inaccuracy resulting from using a formula suitable for solar wind roughly cancel out each other.
Conclusions
According to a series of electrostatic PIC simulations per-
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formed at different parameters, Eq. (1) can be used to predict plasma brake thrust in ionospheric conditions. Only if the dominant component of the magnetic field is along the tether, the thrust is reduced, and the relative reduction grows from 17 % to ∼ 27 % when the voltage increases from 320 V 425 to 760 V. The thrust reduction is due to an ionic instability.
The predicted performance of the plasma brake seems promising concerning satellite deorbiting applications. For example in O+ plasma with 3 · 10 −10 m −3 density and using 1 kV voltage, a 5 km long plasma brake tether weighing 430 0.055 kg could produce 0.43 mN breaking force which is enough to reduce the orbital altitude of a 260 kg debris mass by 100 km during one year. P. Janhunen: Plasma brake PIC simulation 13 
